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Neptune’s beautiful new collection of accessories not only provide a stylish and sophisticated
atmosphere to your home all year round, but can also work as a luxurious gift for your loved ones this
Christmas.
The new collection of elegant Porter silver plated photo frames (displayed right) are finished with soft
edges which offers a more classical style. The Newton frame (displayed left), has a more contemporary,
angular design with a mount for your choice of display. Both designs, range from £15 to £35 and come in
four different sizes from 4x6” to 8x10”. Paired together the two frames create an interesting mix of
styles and allow you to decorate dressers and mantelpieces with fun, family memories.
The striking Hurricane Lantern Vase from Neptune’s new Kennington collection would be lovely as a table
centerpiece or simply to create a subtle and relaxing ambience in your home. Offered in two sizes from
260mm to 380mm and priced at £19.50 and £35.00, complimented with a variety of different coloured and
sized candles from the new Blyton range (shown above). Included in the new collections are Bronte and
Christie, delightfully fragranced scented candles in varying sizes and scents. All these accessories are
perfect gifts to add a seasonal touch.
Another new edition is the wonderful Charlton Vase, a modern interpretation of a classic style. Shown
here sized at W39cm, D39cm, H34cm and priced at £79.00, two additional sizes and styles are also
offered. Perfect for showcasing a Christmassy floral display for the festive season.
Whether you are looking for a stylish gift for a loved one to enjoy whatever the occasion, or an
accessory to enhance your home, Neptune has the perfect variety of innovative and distinctive designs to
suit all tastes.
Visit www.neptune.com
For further information and images please contact Julie ( julie@aminocms.com ) or Natasha (
natasha@aminocms.com ) at Amino PR Limited on 0207 084 6212
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